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NOTICE OF IMPORTANCE
The author reiterates that the following research manuscript is authored solely by the author Ramesh Chandra Bagadi, i.e., the Sole Consciousness of himself in Primaryness and all else in appropriate Polynaryness called for by the Causality Flow of Time considered in Universality. One can note that All Causal Constructs (either in Evolved Or Devolved Forms of the research concepts stated by the author herein) of this author’s Original Research Work shall only be considered by the author in Secondaryness Or/And Polynaryness, only following the author as the necessary and socially advantageous and useful Retinue. The aforementioned Causal Constructs imply to the case of Time Tense Flow in either Directions, i.e., Present to the Past and also Past (Or/And Present) to the Future.
One can note that if we represent the **True Life** of a given Aspect Primality by $x$ and the True Redundancy of the same given Aspect Primality by $y$, we can then say that

$$xy = 1 \text{ with } x, y \in [0,1]$$

Now, the above equation, is also true for all the **Universes In Parallel** (found to Exhaustion) \[1\] and if we represent, the **True Life** of the $i^{th}$ Universe In Parallel of the given Aspect Primality by $x_i$ and the True Redundancy of the $i^{th}$ Universe In Parallel of the same given Aspect Primality by $y_i$, we can then say that

$$x_i y_i = 1 \text{ with } x_i, y_i \in [0,1] \text{ for } i = 1 \text{ to } k \text{ if the given Aspect Primality has } k \text{ Universes In Parallel.}$$

Also, adding the above two equations, we can write

$$\left( xy + \sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i y_i \right) = (1 + k)$$

Furthermore, the author feels that we can recursively connect all the Universes In Parallel of the Aspect itself with the Aspect itself using,

$$\left( xy + \sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i y_i \right) = 1$$

[2], From author’s concept of **Relative Magnitude** of the **True Life** of the $i^{th}$ Universe In Parallel of the given Aspect Primality with respect to the **True Life** of the given Aspect Primality.
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Moral

Ekovaasi Sarva Bhootaan Antaraatmah (It is the One That Pervades All)

—-Ramesh Chandra Bagadi
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